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the other great benefit is that cimatron is a single source solution. the mold designer is not distracted with problems from other vendors and suppliers, such as mold tooling, molding compound, or electrodes. because all of the components and considerations are done in cimatron, the mold designer knows exactly how the mold will operate, what
it will cost, and what performance it will have. in addition, cimatron can generate the same data needed for virtually any mold used for injection molding. in the past, mold designers were responsible for communicating with multiple mold manufacturers to provide the data for the mold, including mold size, cooling requirements, and cost. this was

a manual process and it was tedious. with cimatron, the mold designer is able to save time by communicating with only one supplier. this time saved can be used to create a better design. more powerful machine and electrode programming: easily create, edit, and send toolpaths for multiple machines and electrodes. cimatron is at its most
powerful when used as a fully-integrated system, but it also provides standalone solutions for faster quoting, tool design, electrode creation, and nc programming. cimatron e15 crack is an impressive application for managing data and project structure, changes, providing parallel development. now it has new improved and intuitive user-interface
and also with clean navigation. its now more easier, clearer, more convenient to use. it has a simple installation b&j specialty increases production rate by 30% with cimatron designed conformally-cooled injection mold. the new conformally-cooled mold inserts reduced temperature variation throughout cooling to 18c and shrank cycle time on the

mold from one minute to 40 seconds, an overall productivity improvement of 30 percent.
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